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From a classical proof that the gcd of natural numbers a1 and a2 is a linear combination of the two, we extract
by Gödel’s Dialectica interpretation an algorithm computing the coefficients. The proof uses the minimum
principle. We show generally how well-founded recursion can be used to Dialectica interpret well-founded
induction, which is needed in the proof of the minimum principle. In the special case of the example above it
turns out that we obtain a reasonable extracted term, representing an algorithm close to Euclid’s.
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Finding and extracting computational content in existence proofs is a challenging subject, particularly so
when the proofs do not seem to have such content. This is regularly the case when what is proved is only a
˜y A0 (x, y) with ∃
˜ the weak existential quantifier defined by
“weak” existential formula, that is, a formula ∀x ∃
˜
∃y A0 (x, y) := ¬∀y ¬A0 (x, y), and A0 quantifier-free.
Yiannis Moschovakis suggested the following example: the gcd of natural numbers a1 and a2 is a linear
combination of the two. This proof uses the minimum principle. Here we treat that example as a case study
for program extraction from classical proofs by Gödel’s Dialectica interpretation. We show generally how wellfounded recursion can be used to Dialectica interpret well-founded induction, which is needed in the proof of the
minimum principle. In the special case of the example above it turns out that we obtain a reasonable extracted
term, representing an algorithm close to Euclid’s.
In [3] the same example has already been treated, but with a different method: a refined [1] form of the “Atranslation” [5, 4]. The extracted algorithm was again close to Euclid’s. The work in [3] would probably benefit
as well from the use of well-founded induction. This and also a detailed comparison of the two methods is left
for future work.

1

Arithmetic in finite types

We use a standard formalization HAω of arithmetic in finite types, based on natural deduction; cf. [10]. In fact,
its “negative” fragment suffices, because we will only need implication and universal quantification to build formulas. For simplicity we take as the only base types the type N of natural numbers (generated by the constructors
zero 0 and successor S), and B of booleans (with constructors tt and ff).
1.1

Language

Types are built from base types N and B by arrows ρ → σ and products ρ × σ. (Typed) terms are formed from
typed variables and constants by (type correct) lambda abstraction, application, pairing and projections; for the
latter we use the notation r0, r1 (for the left/right component of r). Constants (including the structural and wellfounded recursion operators; see below) are defined by computation rules. We assume that the constants denote
total functions only. It is well known that under the standard conversion rules plus the computation rules every
term posesses a unique normal form, which in fact can be computed via normalization by evaluation; see [2]. To
avoid equality reasoning in formal derivations we identify terms with the same normal form. The only predicates
∗
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we admit are Leibniz equality Eqι , for our two base types ι = N and ι = B. The axioms are
Eq+ : ∀x Eq(x, x),

Eq− : ∀x,y Eq(x, y) → ∀x C(x, x) → C(x, y) .
One easily proves symmetry, transitivity and

Lemma (Compatibility) ∀x,y Eq(x, y) → A(x) → A(y) .
P r o o f. Use Eq− , with C(x, y) := A(x) → A(y).
Lemma (Ex-Falso-Quodlibet) Define falsity by F := EqB (ff, tt). Then
F → A.
P r o o f. We first show that F → Eq(x, y). To see this, notice that from Eq(ff, tt) we obtain
Eq[if tt then x else y][if ff then x else y]
by compatibility. Hence Eq(x, y). The claim follows by induction on formulas.
A further crucial use of the equality predicate Eq is that it allows to lift a boolean term rB to a formula, using
atom(rB ) := Eq(rB , tt). This opens up a convenient way to deal with equality on N: notice that we can define
decidable equality as a boolean-valued function =N : N → N → B. The computation rules ensure that for
instance the boolean term S(r) =N S(s) is identified with r =N s. We can now turn this boolean term into the
formula Eq(S(r) =N S(s), tt), which again is abbreviated by S(r) =N S(s), but this time with the understanding
that it is a formula. Then the two formulas S(r) =N S(s) and r =N s are identified, and consequently there is
no need to prove such trivial propositions explicitely.
Negation is defined by ¬A := A → F .
1.2

Derivation terms

It will be convenient to write derivations as terms, where the derived formula is viewed as the type of the term.
This representation is known under the name Curry-Howard correspondence.
We give an inductive definition of derivation terms in Table 1, where for clarity we have written the corresponding derivations to the left. For the universal quantifier ∀ there is an introduction rule ∀+ x and an elimination rule
∀− , whose right premise is the term r to be substituted. The rule ∀+ x is subject to the standard (Eigen-) variable
condition: The derivation term M of the premise A should not contain any open assumption with x as a free
variable.
1.3
1.3.1

Well-founded induction and recursion
Well-founded induction

Structural induction is naturally connected with the inductive generation of free algebras: at each point one recurs
to its immediate predecessors. The reason for the validity of this induction principle is of course the fact that free
algebras are well-founded. We now study a more general form of induction, called “well-founded induction”,
which allows recurrence to all points “strictly below” the present one. For applications it is best to make the
necessary comparisons w.r.t. a “measure function” µ. Then it suffices to use an initial segment of the ordinals
instead of a well-founded set. For simplicity we here restrict ourselves to the segment given by ω, so the ordering
we refer to is just the standard <-relation on the natural numbers. The principle of well-founded induction is

GIndn,A : ∀µ,x Progµx A(x) → A(x)
(1)
where Progµx A(x) expresses “progressiveness” w.r.t. the measure function µ and the ordering <:

Progµx A(x) := ∀x ∀y;µy<µx A(y) → A(x) .
It is easy to see that in our special case of the <-relation we can prove (1) from structural induction. However,
using well-founded induction as a primitive axiom has an advantage when we consider its computational content,
which is well-founded recursion.
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derivation

term

u: A

uA

[u : A]
|M
B
→+ u
A→B

(λuA M B )A→B

|M
A→B

|N
A
→−

B
|M
A
∀+ x
∀x A

(with var.cond.)

|M
∀x A(x)
A(r)

r

∀−

(M A→B N A )B

(λx M A )∀x A (with var.cond.)

(M ∀x A(x) r)A(r)

Table 1 Derivation terms for → and ∀.

1.3.2

Well-founded recursion

What was said above for proof by induction holds mutatis mutandis for definition by recursion, as a principle to
define total functions. As in [9], we define the constant F of well-founded recursion by

FµxG = Gx λy [if µy < µx then FµyG else ε] ,
(2)
where ε denotes a canonical inhabitant of the value type. In our special case of the <-relation well-founded
recursion is easily definable from structural recursion; the details are spelled out in [9, p.399–400]. However,
well-founded recursion is preferable from an efficiency point of view.

2

Gödel’s Dialectica interpretation

In his original functional interpretation [6], Gödel assigned to every formula A a new one ∃~x ∀~y AD (~x, ~y ) with
AD (~x, ~y ) quantifier-free. Here ~x, ~y are lists of variables of finite types; the use of higher types is necessary even
when the original formula A is first-order. He did this in such a way that whenever a proof of A in arithmetic is
given, one could produce closed terms ~r such that the quantifier-free formula AD (~r, ~y ) is provable in T.
In [6] Gödel used a Hilbert-style proof calculus. However, since the realizers will be formed in a λ-calculus
formulation of system T, Gödel’s interpretation becomes a lot more perspicious when it is done for natural
deduction, as in the present exposition. A difference to the earlier treatments of Jørgensen [8] and Hernest
[7] is that we view open assumptions not as formulas, but as assumption variables. The well-known need for
contractions then comes up in the (only) logical rule with two premises: modus ponens (or implication elimination
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→− ). We will need that for every quantifier-free formula C there is a boolean term rC such that C ↔ rC = tt;
but this clearly is the case for our language.
2.1

Positive and negative types

To determine the types of ~x and ~y , we assign to every formula A objects τ + (A), τ − (A) (a type or the “nulltype”
symbol ε). τ + (A) is for the realizer, τ − (A) for the challenge. We also extend the use of ρ → σ and ρ × σ to the
nulltype symbol ε:
(ρ → ε) := ε,

(ρ × ε) := ρ,

(ε → σ) := σ,

(ε × σ) := σ,

(ε → ε) := ε,

(ε × ε) := ε.

τ + (Eq(r, s)) := ε,

τ − (Eq(r, s)) := ε,

Then
τ − (∀xρ A) := ρ × τ − (A)

τ + (∀xρ A) := ρ → τ + (A),
and for implication



τ + (A → B) := τ + (A) → τ + (B) × τ + (A) → τ − (B) → τ − (A) ,
τ − (A → B) := τ + (A) × τ − (B).
In case τ + (A) (τ − (A)) is 6= ε we say that A has positive (negative) computational content.
2.2

Gödel translation

For every formula A and terms r, s of type τ + (A), τ − (A) we define a new quantifier-free formula |A|rs by
induction on A. It is convenient here to allow a “nullterm” symbol ε, in case one of τ + (A), τ − (A) is the
nulltype symbol, and to extend the use of term operations to it: εr := εε := ε0 := ε1 := ε, rε := r and
hr, εi := hε, ri := r.
|Eq(t1 , t2 )|εε := Eq(t1 , t2 ),
r(s0)

|∀x A(x)|rs := |A(s0)|s1

,
r0(s0)

|A → B|rs := |A|s0
r1(s0)(s1) → |B|s1

.

If r, s in |A|rs are formed by the pair constructor in case they are of pair type, we have the easier-to-memorize
equations
|∀x A(x)|fs,t = |A(s)|ft s ,

fs
s
|A → B|f,g
s,t = |A|gst → |B|t .

The formula ∃x ∀y |A|xy is called the Gödel translation of A, where ∃x , ∀y is missing if τ + (A), τ − (A) is the
nulltype symbol, respectively.
Theorem (Soundness) Let M be a derivation of A from assumptions ui : Ci (where i = 1, . . . , n). Let xi of
type τ + (Ci ) be variables for realizers of the assumptions, and y be a variable of type τ − (A) for a challenge of
the goal. Then we can find terms
• [[M ]]+ =: t of type τ + (A) with y ∈
/ FV(t) and
−
• [[M ]]−
i =: ri of type τ (Ci ),

and a derivation of |A|ty from assumptions ūi : |Ci |xrii .
The proof is by induction on M . It will be given in the following three sections: for the logic rules, for
(ordinary) induction and for well-founded induction.
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Soundness of logic

Case u : A. Let x of type τ + (A) be the variable for a realizer of the assumption u. Define [[u]]+ := x and
[[u]]− := y.
Case λuA M B . By IH (induction hypothesis) we have a derivation of |B|tz from ū : |A|xr and ūi : |Ci |xrii , where
t[x:=y0]
ū : |A|xr may be absent. Substitute y0 for x and y1 for z. By (→+ ) we obtain |A|y0
,
r[x,z:=y0,y1] → |B|y1
which is (up to β-conversion)
from ū0i : |Ci |xrii[x,z:=y0,y1] .

|A → B|λy x t,λx,z r ,

Here r is the canonical inhabitant of the type τ − (A) in case ū : |A|xr is absent. Hence we can define the required
terms by (assuming that uA is u1 )
[[λu M ]]+ := (λx [[M ]]+ , λx,z [[M ]]−
1 ),

−
[[λu M ]]−
i := [[M ]]i+1 [x, z := y0, y1].

Case M A→B N A . By IH we have a derivation of
t0(x0)

|A → B|tx = |A|x0
t1(x0)(x1) → |B|x1

from |Ci |xpii , |Ck |xpkk , and of
x

|A|sz

from |Cj |qjj , |Ck |xqkk .

Substituting hs, yi for x in the first derivation and of t1sy for z in the second derivation gives
|A|st1sy → |B|t0s
y

from |Ci |xp0i , |Ck |xp0k , and

|A|st1sy

from |Cj |q0j , |Ck |xq0k .

i

k

x

j

k

Now we contract |Ck |xp0k and |Ck |xq0k : since |Ck |xwk is quantifier-free, there is a boolean term rCk such that
k

|Ck |xwk

k

↔ rCk w = tt.

(3)

Hence with rk := [if rCk p0k then qk0 else p0k ] we can derive both |Ck |xp0k and |Ck |xq0k from |Ck |xrkk . The derivation
k
k
proceeds by cases on the boolean term rCk p0k . If it is true, then rk converts into qk0 , and we only need to derive
|Ck |xp0k . But this follows by substituting p0k for w in (3). If rCk p0k is false, then rk converts into p0k , and we only
k
need to derive |Ck |xq0k , from |Ck |xp0k . But the latter implies ff = tt (substitute again p0k for w in (3)) and therefore
k
k
every quantifier-free formula, in particular |Ck |xq0k .
k
Using (→− ) we obtain
|B|t0s
y

x

from |Ci |xp0i , |Cj |q0j , |Ck |xrkk .
i

[[M N ]]−
i

j

−
0
Let [[M N ]] := t0s and
:=
[[M N ]]−
j := qj , [[M N ]]k := rk .
Case λx M A(x) . By IH we have a derivation of |A(x)|tz from ūi : |Ci |xrii . Substitute y0 for x and y1 for z. We
t[x:=y0]
obtain |A(y0)|y1
, which is (up to β-conversion)
+

|∀x A(x)|λy x t ,

p0i ,

from ū0i : |Ci |xrii[x,z:=y0,y1] .

Hence we can define the required terms by
[[λx M ]]+ := λx [[M ]]+ ,
−
[[λx M ]]−
i := [[M ]]i [x, z := y0, y1].
t(z0)

Case M ∀x A(x) s. By IH we have a derivation of |∀x A(x)|tz = |A(z0)|z1
z gives
|A(s)|ts
y

from |Ci |xrii . Substituting hs, yi for

from |Ci |xrii[z:=hs,yi] .

Let [[M s]]+ := ts and [[M s]]−
i := ri [z := hs, yi].
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2.4

Soundness of ordinary induction

We consider induction for the natural numbers, given by constructors 0 and S; for boolean induction the argument
is similar (and simpler). The induction schema then reads

Indn,A : ∀n A(0) → ∀m (A(m) → A(m + 1)) → A(n) .
Let B(n) := A(0) → ∀m (A(m) → A(m + 1)) → A(n). Clearly we can derive B(0) and B(n) → B(n + 1).
By those parts of the proof of the Soundness Theorem that we have dealt with already, we obtain realizing terms
s and t, r and derivations of |B(0)|sy and of |B(n) → B(n + 1)|t,r
x,u , hence of
|B(n)|xrxu → |B(n + 1)|tx
u
∀y |B(n)|xy → |B(n + 1)|tx
u
∀y |B(n)|xy → ∀y |B(n + 1)|tx
y .
g(n)

So if we define g(0) := s and g(n + 1) := t(g(n)), then we have proved by induction that ∀y |B(n)|y , which
is ∀y |∀n B(n)|gn,y .
However, for an implementation of the Dialectica interpretation it is advisable to replace axioms by rules
whenever possible. In particular, more perspicious realizers for proofs involving induction can be obtained if the
induction axiom appears with sufficiently many arguments, so that it can be seen as an application of an induction
rule. Note that this can always be achieved by means of η-expansion. Moreover, in this way we are able to stay
within a quantifier-free setup.
A(0)
∀ (A(n)→A(n+1))
Consider Indn,A~aaM0 M1 n
. By IH we have derivations of
|∀n (A(n) → A(n + 1))|tn,f,y =
|A(n) → A(n + 1)|tn
f,y =
|A(n)|ftn1f y → |A(n + 1)|tn0f
y

i
from |Ci |xri1
(n,f,y)

and of
|A(0)|tx00

i
from |Ci |xri0
(x0 ) .

i ranges over all assumption variables in Indn,A~aaM0 M1 (if necessary choose canonical terms ri0 and ri1 ). It
suffices to construct terms (involving recursion operators) t̃, r̃i with free variables among ~x such that

∀m,y (|Ci |xr̃iimy )i → |A(m)|t̃m
,
(4)
y
where (Ci )i → A is short for C1 → · · · → Cn → A. For then we can define [[Indn,A~aaM0 M1 ]]+ := t̃a and
[[Indn,A~aaM0 M1 ]]−
i := r̃i ay. The recursion equations for t̃ are
t̃0 = t0 ,

t̃(n + 1) = tn0(t̃n)

and for r̃i
r̃i 0y = ri0 (y),

r̃i (n + 1)y =

(
ri1 (n, t̃n, y) =: si (y) if ¬|Ci |xsii(y) ,
r̃i n(tn1(t̃n)y)

otherwise.

t̃, r̃i can be written explicitely with recursion operators:
t̃m = Rmt0 (λn (tn0)),

r̃i m = Rm(λy ri0 ) λn,p,y [if rCi si (y) then p(tn1(t̃n)y) else si (y)]
with si (y) as above. It remains to prove (4). We shall do this by quantifier-free induction. To this end, define

· k−
· 1)1 t̃(m −
· k−
· 1) (s̃kym).
s̃0ym := y, s̃(k + 1)ym := t(m −
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We prove by induction on n that
n ≤ m → |Ci |xr̃iin(s̃(m−·n)ym)


i

→ |A(n)|t̃n
· n)ym .
s̃(m−

(5)

Then (4) will follow with n := m. For the base case n = 0 we must show

t̃0
|Ci |xr̃ii0(s̃mym) i → |A(0)|s̃mym
.
Recall that the global IH (for the base derivation) gives with x0 := s̃mym

t0
i
|Ci |xri0
(s̃mym) i → |A(0)|s̃mym .
By definition of t̃ and r̃i this is what we want. Now consider the successor case. Assume n + 1 ≤ m. We write
· n by definition of s̃ we have s̃(m −
· n) = tn1(t̃n)(s̃(m −
· n−
· 1)).
s̃k for s̃kym. Notice that for k + 1 = m −
t̃(n+1)
xi
· n−
· 1).
Assume |Ci |r̃i (n+1)(s̃(m−·n−·1)) for all i. We must show |A(n + 1)|s̃(m−·n−·1) . Let y0 abbreviate s̃(m −
If ¬|Ci |xsii(y0 ) for some i, then by definition r̃i (n + 1)y0 = si (y0 ) and we have |Ci |xsii(y0 ) , a contradiction. Hence
· n)). The IH (5) therefore gives
|Ci |xsii(y0 ) for all i, and therefore r̃i (n + 1)y0 = r̃i n(tn1(t̃n)y0 ) = r̃i n(s̃(m −
xi
|A(n)|t̃n
· n) , because of our initial assumptions |Ci |r̃i (n+1)y0 . Recall that the global IH (for the step derivation)
s̃(m−
· n−
· 1)
gives with f := t̃n and y := s̃(m −

|Ci |xsii(s̃(m−·n−·1))

t̃(n+1)


i

t̃n
→ |A(n)|s̃(m−
· n) → |A(n + 1)|s̃(m−
· n−
· 1)

and we are done.
2.5

Soundness of well-founded induction
h

We now treat well-founded induction. Consider GIndn,A~ahkM Progn A(n) : A(n). By IH we can derive
|Proghn A(n)|tn,f,z =
|∀n (∀m;hm<hn A(m) → A(n))|tn,f,z =
|∀m;hm<hn A(m) → A(n)|tn
f,z =
|∀m;hm<hn A(m)|ftn1f z → |A(n)|tn0f
=
z
f (tn1f z0) 

h(tn1f z0) < hn → |A(tn1f z0)|tn1f z1

→ |A(n)|tn0f
z

from |Ci |xrii(n,f,z) ,

where i ranges over all assumption variables in GIndn,A~ahkM (if necessary choose canonical terms ri ). It
suffices to construct terms (involving well-founded recursion operators) t̃, r̃i with free variables among ~x such
that

∀n,z (|Ci |xr̃iinz )i → |A(n)|t̃n
(6)
z ,
for then we can define [[GIndn,A~ahkM ]]+ = t̃k and [[GIndn,A~ahkM ]]−
i = r̃i kz. The recursion equations for t̃
and r̃i are
(
ri (n, [t̃]<hn , z) =: s if ¬|Ci |xs i ,
t̃n = tn0[t̃]<hn , r̃i nz =
[r̃i ]<hn (t0 0)(t0 1)
otherwise,
with the abbreviations
[r]<hn := λm [if hm < hn then rm else ε],

t0 := tn1[t̃]<hn z.

It remains to prove (6). For its proof we use well-founded induction. Fix n. We can assume

∀m;hm<hn ∀z (|Ci |xr̃iimz )i → |A(m)|t̃m
.
z

(7)
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xi
Fix z and assume |Ci |xr̃iinz for all i. We must show |A(n)|t̃n
z . If ¬|Ci |s for some i, then by definition r̃i nz = s
xi
xi
and we have |Ci |s , a contradiction. Hence |Ci |s for all i, and therefore r̃i nz = [r̃i ]<hn (t0 0)(t0 1). The IH (7)
with m := t0 0 and z := t0 1 gives
t̃(t0 0)

h(t0 0) < hn → (|Ci |xr̃ii(t0 0)(t0 1) )i → |A(t0 0)|t0 1 .
Recall that the global IH (for the derivation of progressiveness) gives with f := [t̃]<hn
[t̃]
(t0 0) 
t̃]<hn
(|Ci |xs i )i → h(t0 0) < hn → |A(t0 0)|t0 1<hn
→ |A(n)|tn0[
.
z
Since t̃(t0 0) = [t̃]<hn (t0 0) and r̃i nz = [r̃i ]<hn (t0 0)(t0 1) = r̃i (t0 0)(t0 1) we are done.
Notice that we can view this proof as an application of quantifier-free well-founded induction, where the
0
formula (|Ci |xr̃iinz )i → |A(n)|t̃n
z is proved w.r.t. the measure function h nz := hn.

3

An application: Euclid’s theorem

3.1

Informal proof

Theorem Assume 0 < a2 . Then there must exist natural numbers k1 , k2 such that 0 < |k1 a1 − k2 a2 | and
Rem(ai , |k1 a1 − k2 a2 |) = 0 (i = 1, 2).
P r o o f. Assume 0 < a2 . Denote |k1 a1 − k2 a2 | by h~k and Rem(a, b) = 0 by b | a, and (b | a1 ) ∧ (b | a2 ) by
b | a1 , a2 . Since the theorem claims existence in the weak (or “classical”) sense, from the “false” assumption
u : ∀~k;0<h~k (h~k | a1 , a2 → F )
we need to derive F . Assume u. It suffices to prove ∀~k;0<h~k h~k | a1 , a2 , for then the desired contradiction
follows with k1 = 0 and k2 = 1, using the assumption 0 < a2 . For the proof we use well-founded induction with
measure h and formula A(~k) := 0 < h~k → h~k | a1 , a2 . Therefore it suffices to prove
Progh := Prog~hk A(~k) =

∀~k ∀~l;0<h~l<h~k h~l | a1 , a2 → 0 < h~k → h~k | a1 , a2 .

(8)

Fix ~k and assume
u1 : ∀~l;0<h~l<h~k h~l | a1 , a2 ,
u2 : 0 < h~k.
We must show h~k | ai for i = 1, 2. By symmetry it suffices to consider i = 1. Denote Quot(a1 , h~k) by q and
Rem(a1 , h~k) by r. We must show r = 0. Because of 0 < h~k general properties of Quot and Rem ensure
a1 = q · h~k + r,

r < h~k.

From this we obtain
r = | Step(a1 , a2 , k1 , k2 , q) a1 − qk2 a2 | = h~l < h~k,
|{z}
|
{z
}
=:l1

=:l2

where
(
qk1 − 1 if k2 a2 < k1 a1 and 0 < q,
Step(a1 , a2 , k1 , k2 , q) :=
qk1 + 1 otherwise.
Assume 0 < h~l. Then h~l | a1 , a2 by u1 . Now u applied to ~l gives F . Therefore 0 < h~l → F and hence h~l = 0.
Now r = h~l gives r = 0, as desired.
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Formalization

The informal proof has been given in such detail that it is now easy to formalize it completely. Let
~

M := λ~a λv00<a2 λu∀~k;0<h~k (hk|a1 ,a2 →F ) .
u01v0 GInd∀~a,µ,~k (Prog

µ

→∀~k;0<µ~k µ~
k|a1 ,a2 )

~ah01MProg v0



where
∀~

~

~

h~l|a1 ,a2

~

k
MProg := λ~k λu1 l;0<hl<hk
λu0<h
hMh~k|a1 , Mh~k|a2 i,
2
 r1 =h~l1 0<h~l1 →F
Mh~k|a1 := L1 r1 h~l1 M1,= M1,6<
,

M1,= := LS1~a~kq1 r1 (LQ a1 (h~k)u2 ),
~

h~l |a ,a2

1 1
M1,6< := λw0<hl1 .u~l1 wM1,div

,


M1,div := u1~l1 w L2 r1 (h~l1 )(h~k)M1,= (LR a1 (h~k)u2 )
and similarly Mh~k|a2 , M2,= , M2,6< , M2,div . We have used abbreviations
qi := Quot(ai , h~k) (i = 1, 2),
ri := Rem(ai , h~k) (i = 1, 2),
~l1 := (Step(a1 , a2 , k1 , k2 , q1 ), q1 k2 ),
~l2 := (q2 k1 , Step(a2 , a1 , k2 , k1 , q2 ))
and lemmata
L1 : ∀r,l (r = l → (0 < l → F ) → r = 0),
L2 : ∀r,l,k (r = l → r < k → l < k),
LQ : ∀a,b (0 < b → a = Quot(a, b) · b + Rem(a, b)),
LR : ∀a,b (0 < b → Rem(a, b) < b),
LS1 : ∀~a,~k,q,r (a1 = q · h~k + r → r = h~l1 ),
LS2 : ∀~a,~k,q,r (a2 = q · h~k + r → r = h~l2 ).
3.3

Term extraction for MProg

We begin with some observations concerning special situations of extraction of terms from proofs, as treated
generally in the proof of the Soundness Theorem.
1. Lemmata without positive content – for instance, purely universal ones – can be added as axioms in the
statement of the Soundness Theorem, both in the premise and the conclusion.
2. Abstraction of an assumption variable for a quantifier-free formula does not affect the positive or negative
content.
We now compute the Dialectica realizers and challenges for the derivations above. M1,= has neither positive nor
negative content. Mh~k|a1 , M1,6< , M1,div all have no positive content, and their negative content w.r.t. the free
assumptions u and/or u1 are always ~l1 . hM ~ , M ~ i again has no positive content. Its negative content w.r.t.
hk|a1

hk|a2

the shared assumption u1 is to be formed by contraction:
[if 0 < h~l1 → h~l1 < h~k → h~l1 | a1 , a2 then ~l2 else ~l1 ]
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and the negative content w.r.t. the shared assumption u is
[if 0 < h~l1 → h~l1 | a1 , a2 → F then ~l2 else ~l1 ].
Therefore for MProg we obtain
t := [[MProg ]]+ = λ~k [if 0<h~l1 → h~l1 <h~k → h~l1 | a1 , a2 then ~l2 else ~l1 ],
r(~k) := [[MProg ]]− = [if 0 < h~l1 → h~l1 | a1 , a2 → F then ~l2 else ~l1 ]
[if 0 < h~l1 ∧ h~l1 | a1 , a2 then ~l1 else ~l2 ].
3.4

Term extraction for GInd ~ah01MProg

We now specialize the general term extraction procedure for well-founded induction (cf. 2.5) to the present case.
From the definition of Progh in (8) it is easy to see that τ + (Progh ) = N×N → N×N and τ − (Progh ) = N×N.
Using the notation form 2.5, f, z are not present here, and we have derived

|Prog~hk A(~k)|~tk = h(t~k) < h~k → A(t~k) → A(~k) from |C|εr(~k) .
Here C := ∀~k;0<h~k (h~k | a1 , a2 → F ) is the formula of the assumption variable u. Note that
|C|εr(~k) = (0 < h(r(~k)) → h(r(~k)) | a1 , a2 → F ),
¬|C|εr(~k) ↔ 0 < h(r(~k)) ∧ h(r(~k)) | a1 , a2 .
Therefore A(~k) is derivable from |C|εr̃~k , with r̃ defined by well-founded recursion:
(
r(~k)
if 0 < h(r(~k)) ∧ h(r(~k)) | a1 , a2
r̃~k =
[r̃]<h~k (t~k) otherwise.
According to the general definition we have [[GInd ~ah~kMProg ]]− = r̃~k.
3.5

Term extraction for M

Since u has another occurrence outside MProg , a further contraction is necessary. We obtain

[[u01v0 GInd ~ah01MProg v0 ]]− =
[if 0 < hh0, 1i → hh0, 1i | a1 , a2 → F then r̃h0, 1i else h0, 1i] =
[if 0 < hh0, 1i ∧ hh0, 1i | a1 , a2 then h0, 1i else r̃h0, 1i]
and finally
[[M ]]+ = λ~a .[if 0 < hh0, 1i ∧ hh0, 1i | a1 , a2 then h0, 1i else r̃h0, 1i].
To understand how [[M ]]+ operates, recall the abbreviations ~l1 , ~l2 (which use the Step function) and h~k :=
|k1 a1 − k2 a2 |. After an initial check whether 0, 1 are already the desired coefficients, [[M ]]+ calls r̃ with h0, 1i.
r̃~k checks whether r(~k) (which is one of ~l1 and ~l2 ) are the coefficients needed, and if not, steps down via t~k
(which again is one of ~l1 and ~l2 ) and then recursively calls itself.
This extracted algorithm is rather close to Euclid’s. The difference is that [[M ]]+ keeps a1 and a2 fixed,
whereas in Euclid’s algorithm a1 and a2 are replaced by a2 and the remainder of dividing a1 by a2 . The gcd is
not affected by this change, but the numbers get smaller, which helps for calculations.
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